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HI-SPEED LOW 
COST FLAT 

POUCH MAKER
The H-140 has been designed to 
produce medium size sachets and 
it’s remarkable for its simplicity and 
user friendly operation.

Reduced in size it allows to fi ll up 
to three different components into 
the same sachet.

Ideal for soup products where 
medium capacity is needed (up to 
100 sachets/minute) and it’s very 
reasonably priced.

Low maintenance and change 
over simplicity are a plus in this 
model. Full range of fi lling heads 
combinations feasable.

H-140
This model has been developed to 
complete our low cost range of machine 
where larger pouch capabilities are 
required without incurring into higher 
cost of more sophisticated machines.

This model is more compact and user 
friendly as all electric controls are 
integrated in the machine frame.

The H-170 keeps the rugged constrution 
which is characteristic in the Mespack 
program and incorporates 2 fi lling 
stations. A third fi lling station is optional.
High speed unit for around the clock 
operation with minimum maintenance 
and multiple fi lling capabilities. Ideal 
when limited fl oorspace available.
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MACHINE
POUCH

SIZE MIN.
POUCH

SIZE MAX.
MAX. 

VOLUME
OUTPUT

P.P.M.
FILLING
STATION

H-170 S 60 x 60 170 x 200 600 c.c. up to 100 2 - 3

H-170 D 50 + 50 x 60 85 + 85 x 200 125 c.c. up to 200 2 - 3

H-140 S 70 x 100 140 x 200 250 c.c. up to 100 2

H-140 D 50 + 50 x 100 70 + 70 x 200 90 c.c. up to 200 2

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Noise level Max. Reel dimensions Electrical consumption Reel core Air consumption Air pressure
< 70 Db 450 mm. Ø 7,5-8 Kw 76 (3”) mm. Ø 80-110 l/min 6 bar

Final speed will depend on product and fi lm characteristics




